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TEST #1 – 20M sprint: 

Test is performed length-wise beside a court. Athlete starts with front 

wheels of wheelchair lined up behind the baseline, Timer (Coach) stands 

at the finish line. On the Athlete’s first movement, the Timer (Coach) 

starts a stopwatch and stops the watch when the Athlete crosses the 

finish line. Be sure to have at least 15 feet between the finish line and 

the curtains. The Athlete will wheel back slowly to allow the arms to 

recover slightly, but will begin the next 20m sprint within 30sec of the 

previous one. Athlete gets 3 attempts for their best time. 

TEST #2 - T-Test Agility: 

Test is performed starting from centre baseline on a regulation court. 

Athlete starts with front wheels of wheelchair lined up behind the 

baseline, Timer (Coach) stands at the start/finish line. On the athlete’s 

first movement, the Timer (Coach) starts a stopwatch. The Athlete 

follows the pattern outlined in the diagram here (being sure to ALWAYS 

turn towards the net while going around the outside pylons). The Timer 

(Coach) stops the watch when the Athlete crosses the finish line. The 

Athlete will wheel back slowly to allow the arms to recover slightly, but 

will begin the next agility sprint within 30sec of the previous one. 

Athlete gets 3 attempts for their best time. 

Start 

Finish 

20m 

Start Finish 

Test takes aprox 3min 
Recover 2min before next Test 

Test takes aprox 3min 

Recover 2min before next Test 
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37m 

Start/Finish 

TEST #3 - 10 Minute Endurance Test: 

Test is performed dependent on court availability, across either 1 or 2 courts. The Athlete starts from 

the singles line on the first court and wheels all the way to the farthest singles line on the last court. 

(OR  a pylon 37m away). The Athlete must go around the pylons, and can take as wide a turn as they 

choose because this test is about maximum distance in 10min, so there is no direct benefit to taking 

wider turns. This test can be run for several athletes at a time much like a beep test. 

The total number of completed trips in 10min is marked. It is recorded to the nearest pylon 

completed – no rounding “up”, only round “down”. 

This test is run for all athletes in manual chairs. This test is not run for Power Chairs (as it will only 

indicate the power of the chair). 

 

TEST #4(b) - Quadriplegic Power Chair Endurance Test: 

Test is performed with wheelchair pulled into a regular height table. The chair should be placed into 

the table close enough that the Athlete’s stomach area is touching the table (this keeps the table 

constant for the individual). The athlete then reaches with their Right hand as far as they can across 

to their Left (shoulder and trunk max movement UNASSISTED – without touching table or chair with 

other arm) which is marked with tape. They repeat the procedure for the Left arm reaching to the 

Right, and it is marked. The Athlete will be repeating this action with elbows above the table. 

A metronome is used at a cadence of 100bpm, the Athlete must reach and touch the tape marks 

alternating from side while maintaining cadence. The test is completed when: 

1) The Athlete has to stop voluntarily 

2) The Athlete cannot reach the tape marks while on cadence 

 

Start 37m 

Endurance Test takes  
max 10min 

TEST IS DONE 
Phase 2 time – 10min  
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TEST #5 - 20M sprint WITH RACQUET IN HAND: 

Test is performed length-wise beside a court. Athlete starts with front 

wheels of wheelchair lined up behind the baseline with Racquet in hand, 

Timer (Coach) stands at the finish line. On the athlete’s first movement, 

the Timer (Coach) starts a stopwatch and stops the watch when the 

Athlete crosses the finish line. Be sure to have at least 15 feet between 

the finish line and the curtains. The Athlete will wheel back slowly to 

allow the arms to recover slightly, but will begin the next 20m sprint 

within 30sec of the previous one. Athlete gets 3 attempts for their best 

time. 

TEST #6 - T-Test Agility WITH RACQUET IN HAND: 

Test is performed starting from centre baseline on a regulation court. 

Athlete starts with front wheels of wheelchair lined up behind the 

baseline with Racquet in hand, Timer (Coach) stands at the start/finish 

line. On the athlete’s first movement, the Timer (Coach) starts a 

stopwatch. The Athlete follows the pattern outline in the diagram here 

(being sure to ALWAYS turn towards the net while going around the 

outside pylons). The Timer (Coach) stops the watch when the Athlete 

crosses the finish line. The Athlete will wheel back slowly to allow the 

arms to recover slightly, but will begin the next agility sprint within a 

30sec of the previous one. Athlete gets 3 attempts for their best time. 

Start Finish 

Start 

Finish 

20m 

Test takes aprox 3min 
Recover 2min before next Test 

Test takes aprox 3min 
TEST IS DONE 

Phase 3 time – 8min 

PHASE 3: The following tests are performed AFTER the initial 2 phases (4 tests), There can be anywhere from 1-24 hours 
between depending on circumstance. Primarily because these tests are used to compare against the initial phase, but 

should have the athlete “recovered”, AND they include a racquet in hand, and several athletes in this category may need to 
securely tape that racquet – so it would require 5-10 minutes set-up. 


